Licensed Practitioner of NLP™
Course Syllabus

What is this course?
In a nutshell, the Licensed Practitioner of NLP™ is a 9-Day immersive and
highly interactive course where you will learn how to:







Connect and communicate more exquisitely
Overcome mental and emotional challenges
Build confidence and personal power
Become far more influential and persuasive
Achieve inspiring goals and realise desires
And create lasting change rapidly

How you will learn more easily.
Going well beyond typical teaching methods, Darren has carefully designed
this unique course to raise your learning levels to new heights, because he
uses NLP to teach NLP.
And, to the extent that the conscious mind can only handle so much, Darren
will show you how to gain greater access to the deeper powers of your
unconscious.
Now, just like riding a bike, you can feel confident that your new skills and
abilities will be available when you need them automatically.

What you will learn in more detail.
The Presuppositions of NLP: Useful principles and beliefs that serve the
NLP Practitioner well
Inducing Unconscious Rapport: How to bond and create trust with
anyone in moments
Representational Systems: Understand how people build their unique
internal maps of reality
Sensory Language: Get inside the minds of others to see, hear and feel
things the way they do for even deeper rapport and influence
Calibration & Sensory Acuity: Improve your ability to read people by
recognising minute shifts in appearance and behavior
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Eye Patterns: Read the internal processes people are accessing from
moment to moment
SMARTER Goals: Darren’s method for designing well-formed outcomes and
inspiring the mind to pursue them with passion
Submodalities: How the mind encodes the meanings of our perceptions
and tools for changing them rapidly
Anchoring: How we are programmed by external and internal stimuli, and
how to create or change automatic responses
Hypnosis: Induce altered states for accessing vast unconscious resources
and create inspiring transformation
Milton Model: How to unconsciously connect and elegantly influence with
hypnotic language patterns
Driving Values: Harness emotional forces for determining direction,
eliminating conflicts and inspiring motivation
Expanding Beliefs: Get the rules that control decisions, affect perspectives
and learn how to influence them for good
Frame Control / Reframing: Elegantly transform problems and objections
by creating new meanings for them
Meta Model: Get to the heart of distortions, generalisations, and deletions
in language
Challenging Presuppositions: Learn to influence using elegant language
structures and read people’s internal maps based on their language
Strategies: Discover the internal processes that drive complex behaviours,
such as how people make decisions, get motivated and perform any
behaviour
Modelling: This is the essence of NLP learning, how to acquire the skills of
geniuses
Timelines: Learn how the mind encodes experiences in time and how we
can access and alter them
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A few of the techniques / patterns you will learn.
Power State+: Get into a highly resourceful state quickly
Revivification: Recall resourceful states from the past for use now and in
the future
Swish Patterns: Change responses to old triggers and/or create new ones
–> a very powerful and versatile pattern!
Shrink, Blink, Swipe Technique: Neutralize / diminish negative feelings
triggered by specific people or things
Collapsing Anchors: Overpower triggers to negative responses with
positive ones
Mapping Across: Use submodalities to change the response to specific
things (like food, for example)
Transforming Limiting Beliefs: Use submodalities to neutralize limiting
beliefs and/or create empowering ones
New Behavior Generator: Use unconscious modelling to alter responses to
certain situations / triggers
5-Minute Hypnotist Pattern: A simple and reliable process for inducing a
deep trance state in minutes
Decision Transformer Technique: Utilize timelines and altered states for
eliminating guilt, regret, limiting beliefs and other negative states associated
with decisions of the past
Visual Squash Technique: AKA Parts Integration; resolve internal conflicts
and/or re-integrate disparate “parts” of the personality
The Phobia Fix: AKA Visual-Kinesthetic Dissociation; eliminate phobic
responses and/or neutralize anchors that generate undesired states
Plus Many More: The long list of things you will learn includes a variety of
language patterns and other techniques for gathering hidden information,
inspiring influence and creating lasting change rapidly!
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Other things you might like to know.
Evaluation and Certification
All students will participate in a final exam on the last day of the course prior
to certification. During the exam, students will be evaluated while applying
many of the skills learned in live, one-on-one scenarios.
From day one we will continually monitor progress and evaluate students’
abilities in order to bring awareness to strong points and/or areas that could
use improvement.
Our goal is to empower students with the highest level of skill each is
uniquely capable of achieving, so trainers may give extra practice or study
assignments where it will help.
The Mother of All Skill
Of course, practice is required to achieve mastery in any skill. To help you
along, you’ll be given materials and many opportunities to continue honing
your skills to a sharp shine!
As a member of the WinVision Family, you will gain access to many exclusive
bonus training, practice and public events designed to continue your growth
for years to come!
Plus, our frequent events are also a great excuse to get together, have some
fun and share our passion for transforming lives!
Crystal Credibility
Beyond the impressive skills your certificate represents, a great source of
pride among our graduates is the clear right to present yourself as an
officially Licensed Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming® with
The Society of NLP™ and Dr. Richard Bandler.

Apply Now
Contact: info@winvision.ca | +1 514-975-1676
Or register online: https://www.winvision.ca/lponlp.html
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